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Everybody LOVES Meetings!
A lot of people, including leaders, roll their eyes during a meeting….
or while reading e-books about meetings.
One of my clients once said that if they could just not have meetings,
then they could get their work done and love their job. The title of Patrick
Lencioni’s Book, Death by Meeting, might give you the impression that
he agrees that meetings are a waste. I assure you, he does not agree.
In fact, Lencioni does an excellent job of making the case that meetings
are invaluable. He goes so far as to say that if you are a leader and try to
avoid meetings because you hate that part of your job, you are missing
the fact that meetings are the job.
The reality is that people think meetings are awful because leaders and
owners struggle with determining what meetings are necessary and
then how to effectively organize and facilitate them.
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Current State:
Think of this exercise as a version of the NPS score for your meetings.
“How likely are participants to recommend this meeting to others?”
In addition to whether they would recommend the meeting, let’s confirm
alignment around the goals and intentions as well as the effectiveness.
Name of
Meeting

Goals /
Intention

Who
Attends

Length

Rate the
Frequency effectiveness
0-5

I would encourage you to have each attendee do this activity. Compare
notes to identify inconsistencies or confusion and then redesign the
organization’s meeting structure.

• Does everyone on the team have clarity
about the intentions of each meeting?
• Are the right people and only the right
people there?
• How long does the meeting currently take?
• How effective is the meeting?
CAIRNCS.COM
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Meeting Structure
& Strategy
By reviewing your current meeting line-up, intentions and success level,
you can begin to redesign your organization’s communication strategy
and structure.

Meetings are about dialogue, not monologue,
and a forum to:

				
• discuss challenges, opportunities and ideas
				• come to resolution and commitment

Meetings are a way to:

CONNECT

COLLABORATE

ENGAGE

GAIN
COMMITMENT
& ALIGNMENT

PLEASE NOTE: If any meeting’s intention is only information sharing, stop

that meeting immediately! Stop “revealing” data, numbers, etc in the
meeting. If you want to talk about numbers, send them ahead of time and

ask powerful questions:

What is driving this number?
What can we do to improve it?
What is the impact of the numbers?
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When desiging your
systematic approach to
meetings,
you need to consider:

PURPOSE /
INTENTION

FREQUENCY

FORMAT

ATTENDEES

An effective system requires consistency.
Understand that this transition in meeting structure won’t go perfectly
at the beginning. Just like any other skill, facilitating and participating in
meetings requires practice and coaching.
Initially, you may have silence or people going off topic. People may
not realize that this new structure requires they come prepared for a
dialogue or that they are now encouraged to participate instead of quietly
listening.

STICK WITH IT! Get help if you need practice / coaching on your
facilitation skills.

CAIRNCS.COM
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Overview of
Meeting Types
I’m providing a high-level overview of the meetings that have consistently
shown to be powerful ways of advancing your business.

As you look at the types of meetings on the following pages, you might
start thinking that you don’t need these types of meetings because you
have a small team or because of the way your locations are structured.
While there are exceptions, remember that the key to deciding whether
or not you need the meeting is based on the needs of your team and the
intention of the meeting.
For example, even if you don’t have a “leadership team”, be sure that as an
owner, you are carrying out the purpose of the Deep Dive and Strategic
Meetings.

Alignment and connection
are the foundational purpose of
meetings and when done well,
they can increase engagement
for the team and
allow leaders time to
focus on the business.
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Purpose /
Intention

Time

Huddles

Updates that
impact today

Team
Meetings

• Alignment
• Discussion
30-60
• Consensus
mins
• THIS IS NOT
A DATA DUMP

• Connection
Quarterlies • Alignment
• Support

Rounding

60
mins

• Reinforce
gratitude
• Gain
15
understanding mins
• Provide
support

• Tactical /
practical
Operations issues ID’d
from huddles
Meeting
• Variances
from metrics
CAIRNCS.COM

10-15
mins

60
mins

Freq.

Format

Attendees

Daily

• Successes
• Updates for today
• Challenges
• What do people need
today

Entire team

Can
range
from
weekly
to
monthly

• Celebrations
• Challenges: Dialogue
to better understand
and resolve challenges
identified at huddles

Entire team

• Review key
accountabilities and goals to
confirm alignment
• Highlight areas where
success factors are being
4 times
met
per year
• Strategize ways to achieve
success factors and goals
• Determine what support
the team member needs
from you
• Stand up check-ins
• Pre-determined questions
that everyone knows are
coming. May include:
- Who deserves
recognition?
- Do you have the tools
Monthly
you need to do your job?
- What is going well with
change?
- What do we need to do
to improve?
- What do you need from
me?

Weekly

• No set agenda
• Resolve tactical issues
• Move larger issues
to monthly deep dive
meetings

1:1 Leader
and team
member

1:1 Leader
and team
member

Leadership
Team
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Deep Dive
Meetings

Strategy
Sessions

• Decision
making and
problem
solving
• Process
redesign

Develop
strategic plan
once per year
then quarterly
review and
adjustments

• Focus on 1-2 topics per
meeting
• Provide all background
2-4
info in advance
Monthly
hours
• Ensure all team members
come prepared
• Use a consistent problemsolving methodology
• Start by confirming mission and vision
• Focus on big bucket items
Half
like quality, safety, finance
to full
and people
day or
longer
Quartlery • Utilize a clear system of
dependmetrics
ing on
• Discuss execution-action
size
plans and process for success

• Final
decision
makers
• People
closest to the
issue being
addressed
• Senior
leaders
• If solo
owner /
leader,
partner with
a fellow
owner for this
process

The right blend of strategic and systematic communication is what
meeting selection is all about. While you may think you don’t need all of

these meetings, I challenge you to look at the list of intentions and ensure
that all of the intentions are being met for each individual over the course
of the year. Here are a few examples of how you might select the

right meeting combination to ensure you’ve got a clear system of
communication, collaboration and connection:
For a small team, daily huddles, and quarterlies might be the only standard

meetings for the team. Maybe you chose rounding 1:1 on a monthly basis
instead of staff meetings or vice-versa. When there are challenges and
opportunities identified at huddle, add staff meetings as needed to create
solutions. As the sole owner, you need to ensure you are scheduling off-site
time for you to strategically plan.

With multiple owners, you need to add meetings for decision making

and strategy, so you’ll chose a blend of Leadership Meetings that meet the
intentions to move the organization forward.

Large staff and/or Multiple Locations- daily huddles, staff meetings

and quarterlies. You may choose to use rounding as well as staff meetings
depending on the frequency of the staff meeting. Remember, each location’s
leaders combine to form a team so there has to be a meeting for their team.
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Keys
to
Success
Meetings are a dialogue.
Start and end on time.
Stick to the agenda you sent out
ahead of time
Develop your skills of facilitation
and ask powerful questions
Have someone take notes.
End the meeting by confirming
understanding of who is doing
what by when
HAVE FUN!

CAIRNCS.COM
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Get In Touch!
Want to learn more?
Contact us to help create
the paradigm shift in
your organization.

amy@cairncs.com
570.617.7836
cairncs.com
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